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Objective

Seeks to obtain a permanent career that provides challenging assignments as well as growth 
opportunities that will motivate to contribute to the productivity of the company and further 
develop skills.

Skills

Microsoft Office, Python, R, SQL, Spss, SQL Developer.

Work Experience

Decision Scientist
ABC Corporation  August 2014 – April 2016 
 Led a team of 5 members that worked alongside the Customer Insights team of a &quot;Big 

5&quot; UK retailer Customer-Based Analytics o &quot;Targeted Marketing Campaigns&quot;.
 Provided recommendations for multiple targeted marketing campaigns run by the retailer 

after conducting rigorous data analysis.
 Improved return on investment by over c.50% on certain campaigns by advising the retailer 

to changes in campaign dynamics.
 Identified high spending customers (c.20% of customers) in the loyalty program who were not

receiving their fair share of points and rewarded them appropriately to ensure their loyalty to 
the retailer Store-Based Analytics.

 Carried out adjacency analysis to optimize store layout and helped the retailer improve 
product bundling.

 Led to an increase in sales (c.2%) and footfall (c.4%) in stores where the new layout and 
bundles were implemented.

 Created interactive visualizations (Tableau/Excel Power Maps) to understand the dynamics of 
customer shopping behavior within a region.

Decision Scientist
Delta Corporation  2010 – 2014 
 Actualized a CXO level interactive weekly business report in Tableau that recorded metrics 

corresponding to Orders and Revenue from Teradata, which .
 Using different statistical methods including Modeling and Text Mining techniques in SAS and 

R to solve business problems across different verticals .
 Telecom churn project which involved finding major factors affecting customers switching 

tendency to other competitors.
 After preparing the analytical dataset from individual months and performing some 

exploratory data analysis, Logistic Regression was performed for .
 Led an 8-member engagement on a digital marketing analysis project, ranging from page 

level and campaign repor ng, to content strategy, media spend, .
 Automated the data transfer from Google Analytics using Google API to in-house database - 

Played key role in transi oning old reports to new ones .
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 Project 1 Provided data mining and consulting services to a Fortune 25 Company to guide 
them in understanding key factors driving their sales and to .

Education

Masters in Operations Research - (NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY - Raleigh, NC)
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